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I claim:

1. A differential combined power distribution system for

use in rotational driving applications, comprising:

r a rotational power source which includes a rotational

output shaft coupled to drive a front section load/and

also coupled with the input shaft of an electromagnetic

coupling device to drive a rear section load, 7
wherein the electromagnetic coupling device /ncludes

means for generating a rotating electromagnetic field,

and a rotor arranged to eleciromagneticallyicouple with

said field; and 7
an operating device which includes means/for controlling

the electromagnetic coupling device u£ generate motor

driving functions when an input current is applied and

to generate variable speed coupling functions through

an output current when the electromagnetic coupling

device is employed as a generate, the operating device

also including means for com/oiling the electromag-

netic coupling device to start jne engine and to serve as

a power regeneration brake Wnen the engine is the main

power source for the front a/d rear section loads, means

for causing the electromagnetic coupling device to

charge a battery through/i difference between a rota-

tional speed of the rotational field and a rotational

speed of the rotor, andr means for adjusting the speed

difference by controllpg a battery charging current.

wherein the operating device thereby allows the rotational

power source to bey&riven at a constant speed and at a

partially adjustable speed to improve operating effi-

ciency and decrease pollution, with one part of the

differential speed output power generated through the

electromagnetic coupling device being used for driving

one of the ldads independently or together with the

rotational rower source while the remainder of the

output power is converted through the generator func-

tion of Ule electromagnetic coupling device to charge

the bauery.

2. A differential mixing combined power distribution

system, comprising: 7
a drive side rotational power source (P101) having an

7 output which is first supplied to a front section load and

is then transmitted to an input end of a electromagnetic

coupling device (M101) to drive a rear secuon load;

the drive side rotational power source (P10I)^ncluding a

rotational output shaft (S102) coupled/to a middle

transmission device and a control interface (M102)
through a clutch (CL102). the rotational power source

further including a speed sensor (9D101) to transmit

the engine rotation signal to 7 central controller

(CCU101) and a controllable fuel valve fCGIOI) con-

trolled by the central controlled (CCU101) to carry out

the functions of changing the/enginc speed and keeping

the engine maintained at a^onstant speed;

the middle transmission cfcvicc and control interface

(M102) including a speed change control system for

driving the front secuon load only and also for driving

both loads; 7
a middle input shafr fSlOl) coupled at the output end of

the clutch (Cy&2);

the electromagnetic coupling device fMlOl) being

coupled Wh the transmission middle shaft (S101) to

drive the/rear side drive unit;

a drive circuit device (D101) installed between the elec-

tromagnetic coupling device (M101) and the battery

(BT101) and arranged to receive operating commands
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from a central controller (CCU101) 10 control the

electromagnetic coupling device to function as a gen-

erator 10 charge the battery, supply power to any other

loads connected thereto, and to provide a current con-

trollable generator output to change the rotation ^pced
in response 10 load conditions.

3. A system as claimed in claim 2, further comnfising a

brake (B102) located between differentially acting output

shafts of the electromagnetic coupling device (MM) and a

coupled rear differential gear box through whi?h the rear

section load is driven.

4. A system as claimed in claim 3. further Comprising a

clutch (CL104) positioned between the brake ^B102) and the

rear section load.

5. A system as claimed in claim 2. further comprising a

clutch (CL103) installed between the mifidle input shaft

(S101) and the front section load to provific a transmission

coupling between the middle transmission device and the

front section load.

6. A system as claimed in claim 5. further comprising a
brake (B102) located between differentially acting output

shafts of the electromagnetic coupling device (M101) and a

coupled rear differential gear boxytnrough which the rear

section load is driven.

7. A system as claimed in claim 6. further comprising a

clutch (CL104) positioned between the brake (B102) and the

rear section load.

8. A system as claimed in/claim 7, wherein the central

controller includes means fqfcausing the system to carry out

the following functions:

controlling the engineyfuel valve to drive the engine from

low speed to high

controlling the enemc fuel valve and the electromagnetic

coupling device simultaneously to drive the engine

from low spefed to high speed and to charge the battery

simultanec

changing a^peed of the engine by causing the electro-

magnetic coupling device to generate a current for

controlling an output shaft torque;

causing the electromagnetic coupling device to be pov

ered by the battery to change a rotation direction of/Uie

rear section load;

powering the electromagnetic coupling device/by the

battery to change a speed or direction of/ftie front

section load;

operating the engine at a preset speed while' the electro-

magnetic coupling device is operated/as a motor to

provide additional power for drivingahe rear section

load;

operating the engine at a preset spc/d while the electro-

magnetic coupling device is affcrated as a motor to

provide added power output tcr drive the front and rear

section loads;

operating the engine as a generator to charge the battery

using kinetic energy rec/fvered from the rear section

load;

operating the electromagnetic coupling device as a gen-

erator to charge the battery using kinetic energy recov-

ered from the fronr section load;

causing all loads tOybc braked by engine friction damping;

causing the electromagnetic coupling device to be driven

by the cngin/ to function as generator to charge the

battery or provide varied or constant frequency alter-

nating cuj?fent output for different situations; and opera-

tion the/electromagnetic coupling device as a motor to

start *nc engine.
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9. A system as claimed in claim 6, wherein the central

controller includes means for causing the systeqft to carry out

the following functions:

controlling the engine fuel valve to drive tr£ engine from

low speed to high speed;

controlling the engine fuel valve and the eflectromagneuc

coupling device simultaneously' to dmve the engine

from low speed to high speed and to charge the battery

simultaneously;

changing a speed of the engine by caufeing the electro

magnetic coupling device to generate a current for

controlling an output shaft torque;

causing the electromagnetic coupling

ered by the battery to change a rotati

rear section load;

operating the engine at a preset speei

magnetic coupling device is opei

provide additional power for driv;

load;

operating the engine as a generator

using kinetic energy recovered fi

load;

causing all loads to be braked by en

and

causing the electromagnetic coupli

by the engine to function as generator for charging the

battery and to provide an electromagnetic coupling

output to any additional loads connected thereto.

10. The system as in claim 5. wr erein the central con-

troller includes means for causing the system to carry out the

following functions:

controlling the engine fuel valve tc drive the engine from

low speed to high speed;

controlling the engine fuel valve aid the electromagnetic

coupling device simultaneously to drive the engine

from low speed to high speed arjd to charge the battery

simultaneously;

changing a speed of the engine

magnetic coupling device to

controlling an output shaft tordue;

causing the electromagnetic coup ling device to be pow-
ered by the battery to change a

rear section load;

operating the. engine at a present

magnetic coupling device is

provide additional power for

load;

operating the engine as a genci

using kinetic energy rccovei

load;

causing all loads to be braked byjenginc friction damping;

and

causing the electromagnetic coupling device to be driven

by the engine to function as

battery and to provide an

output to any additional loads connected thereto.

11. A system as claimed in claim 4, wherein the central

controller includes means for caus

the following functions:

controlling the engine fuel val

low speed to high speed:

controlling the engine fuel val

coupling device simultana

from low speed to high spefd and to charge the battery

simultaneously;

i >y causing the electro-

jencrate a current for

otation direction of the

peed while the electro-

pcrated as a motor to

iving the rear section

or to charge the battery

!d from the rear section

[cnerator for charging the

lcctromagnctic coupling

ng the system to carry out

to drive the engine from

c and the electromagnetic

usly to drive the engine
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changing a speed of the engina by causing ihc electro-

magnetic coupling device td generate a current for
controlling an output shaft torque;

causing the electromagnetic coupling device to be pow-
ered by the battery to change/ a rotation direction of the
rear section load; /

operating the engine at a presfet speed while the electro-
magnetic coupling device Is operated as a motor to
provide additional power for driving the rear section
load; I

operating the engine as a generator to charge the battery
using kinetic energy recovered from the rear section
load;

f

operating the engine as a generator to charge the battery
using kinetic energy recovered from the front section
load; I

causing all loads to be brakedf
and

|

causing the electromagnetic coupling device to be driven
by the engine to function as generator for charging the
battery and to provide an electromagnetic coupling
output to any additional loads connected thereto.

12. A system as claimed in /claim 4, further including a
clutch (CH05) between the rear section output middle shaft
and the middle transmission /device, wherein the central
controller includes means for causing the system to carry out
the following functions: I

controlling the engine fuel Valve to drive the engine from
low speed to high speed;

controlling the engine fuel/valve and the electromagnetic
coupling device simultaneously to drive the engine
from low speed to high speed and to charge the battery
simultaneously; f

changing a speed of the engine by causing the electro-
magnetic coupling device to generate a current for
controlling an output shaft torque;

causing the electromagnetic coupling device to be pow-
ered by the battery to change a rotation direction of the
rear section load;

|

causing the electromagnetic coupling device to be pow-
ered by the battery to change a rotation or speed of the
front section load;

[

operating the engine at alpreset speed while the electro-
magnetic coupling dcyicc is operated as a motor to
provide additional power for driving the rear section
load; I

operating the engine as a! generator to charge the battery
using kinetic energy recovered from the rear section
load;

operating the engine as z generator to charge the battery
using kinetic energy recovered from the front section
load;

causing all loads to be bn ked by engine friction damping;
causing the eiectromagne ;ic coupling device to be driven

by the engine to functi >n as generator for charging the
battery and to provid: an electromagnetic coupling
output to any addition* J loads connected thereto;

operating the engine to crivc the front section load and
independently opcratin z the electromagnetic coupling
device to drive the rca section load; and

operating the engine to ( rive the front section load and
causing the engine to also drive the electromagnetic
coupling device to end gc the battery.

13. A system as claimed in claim 3, further comprising
clutch (CL105) between the frcar section output middle shaft
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and the middle transmission device, wherein the central

controller includes means fbr causing the system to carry out

the following functions: 'I

controlling the engine fJbl valve to drive the engine from

low speed to high speed;

controlling the engine fluel valve and the electromagnetic

coupling device simultaneously to drive the engine

from low speed to h gh speed and to charge the battery

simultaneously;

changing a speed of t le engine by causing the electro-

ievice 10 generate a current for

j l shaft torque:

causing the electromagnetic coupling device to be pow-

ered by the battery to change a rotation direction of the

rear section load; /

causing the electromagnetic coupling device to be pow-

ered by the battery/to change a rotation or speed of the

front section load;!

operating the enginejat a preset speed while the electro-

magnetic coupling device is operated as a motor to

provide additional power for driving the rear section

load: I

operating the engine as a generator to charge the battery

using kinetic energy recovered from the rear section

load; I

causing all loads to be braked by engine friction damping;

causing the electromagnetic coupling device to be driven

by the engine to function as generator for charging the

battery and to provide an electromagnetic coupling

output to any additional loads connected thereto:

operating the engine to drive the front section load and

independently op crating the electromagnetic coupling

device to drive tic rear section ioad: and

operating the engirc to drive the front section load and

causing the engi le to also drive the electromagnetic

coupling device o charge the battery.

14. A system as cla med in claim 5. further comprising a

clutch (CL105) between the rear section output middle shaft

and the middle trans nission device, wherein the central

controller includes me ins for causing the system to carry out

the following functions:

controlling the engine fuel valve to drive the engine from

low speed to high speed;

controlling the engirc fuel valve and the electromagnetic

coupling device : imuhancously to drive the engine

from low speed to high speed and to charge the battery

simultaneously;

changing a speed of the engine by causing the electro-

magnetic coupling device to generate a current for

controlling an ounut shaft torque;

causing the electron: agnc tic coupling device to be pow-

ered by the battery to change a rotation direction of the

rear section load;

causing the electron agnctic coupling device to be pow-

ered by the batter) , to change a rotation or speed of the

front section load;

operating the "engine

magnetic coupling

provide additional

load;

operating the engine

using kinetic enc

load;

causing all loads to h

causing the electron!

at a preset speed while the electro-

device is operated as a motor to

power for driving the rear section

s a generator to charge the battery

y recovered from the rear section

braked by engine friction damping;

inciic coupling device to be driven

by the engine to function as generator for charging the
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battery and to provide an alectromagnetic coupling
output to any additional loads connected thereto;

operating the engine to drive the front section load and
independently operating the
device to drive the rear sectif:

operating the engine to drive tne front section load and
causing the engine to also q
coupling device to charge iho

15. A system as claimed in clairj

clutch (CL103) installed between]
(S101) and the front section load i

coupling between the middle iran

front section load, and a clutch (i

section output middle shaft and (the middle transmission
device, wherein the central conupllcr includes means for
causing the system to carry out tne following functions:

controlling the engine fuel valve to drive the engine from
low speed to high speed: I

controlling the engine fuel valve
coupling device simultaneot
from low speed to high speec
simultaneously;

changing a speed of the cngin
magnetic coupling device i|

controlling an output shaft torque;

causing the electromagnetic coupling device to be pow-
ered by the battery to changcla rotation direction of the
rear section load: I

causing the electromagnetic cc^pling device to be pow-
ered by the battery to change} a rotation or speed of the
front section load;

ilectromagnctic coupling
&n load; and

ive the electromagnetic
battery.

i 2. further comprising a
the middle input shaft

provide a transmission
smission device and the

DL105) between the rear

and the electromagnetic
sly to drive the engine
and to charge the battery

by causing the electro-

generate a current for

t speed while the electro-

operated as a motor to

r driving the rear section

tor to charge the battery

d from the rear section

engine friction damping;

ipiing device to be driven
encrator for charging the

operating the engine at a pres<

magnetic coupling device r
provide additional power f<

load;

operating the engine as a gem
using kinetic energy rccovi

load;

causing all loads to be braked

causing the electromagnetic c
by the engine to function as

battery and to provide an 'electromagnetic coupling
output to any additional loa Is connected thereto;

operating the engine to drive he front section load and
independently operating the electromagnetic coupling
device to drive the rear sect on load: and

operating the engine to drive he front section load and
.causing the engine to also irivc the electromagnetic
coupling device to charge it c battery.

16. A system as claimed in clai n 2. wherein the front and
rear section loads arc wheels and relationships between the
front and rear section loads is set lot to operate according to

the wheel system ratio rclationshi p, but to operate through a
differentially acting adjustment by the electromagnetic cou-
pling device (U101).

17. A system as claimed in clJim 16, wherein the differ

cntially acting adjustment of the

device (U101) includes an activ

power when the electromagnetic

as a motor and a passive adjust

when the electromagnetic coupl

generator.

18. A system as claimed in claim 2, wherein the front

section load is one of front ancfl rear sets of wheels of a
vehicle, and the rear section load js the other of the front and
rear sets of wheels.

electromagnetic coupling
i adjustment of the input

coupling device functions

icnt of the output power
g device functions as a


